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Get Started Fast with Modern OpenGL ES Graphics Programming for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad OpenGL ES
technology underlies the user interface and graphical capabilities of Apple’s iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad–as well as
devices ranging from video-game consoles and aircraft-cockpit displays to non-Apple smartphones. In this friendly,
thorough introduction, Erik M. Buck shows how to make the most of Open GL ES in Apple’s iOS environment. This
highly anticipated title focuses on modern, efficient approaches that use the newest versions of OpenGL ES, helping you
avoid the irrelevant, obsolete, and misleading techniques that litter the Internet. Buck embraces Objective-C and Cocoa
Touch, showing how to leverage Apple’s powerful, elegant GLKit framework to maximize your productivity, achieve tight
platform integration, and deliver exceptionally polished apps. If you’ve written C or C++ code and know object-oriented
programming basics, this title brings together everything you need to fully master OpenGL ES graphics for iOS–including
downloadable examples specifically designed to jumpstart your own projects. Coverage includes • Understanding core
OpenGL ES computer graphics concepts and iOS graphics architecture • Integrating Cocoa Touch with OpenGL ES to
leverage the power of Apple’s platform • Creating textures from start to finish: opacity, blending, multi-texturing, and
compression • Simulating ambient, diffuse, and specular light • Using transformations to render 3D geometric objects
from any point of view • Animating scenes by controlling time through application logic • Partitioning data to draw
expansive outdoor scenes with rolling terrain • Detecting and handling user interaction with 3D geometry • Implementing
special effects ranging from skyboxes to particles and billboards • Systematically optimizing graphics performance •
Understanding the essential linear algebra concepts used in computer graphics • Designing and constructing a complete
simulation that incorporates everything you’ve learned
Printed in full color. Android is booming like never before, with millions of devices shipping every day. It's never been a
better time to learn how to create your own 3D games and live wallpaper for Android. You'll find out all about shaders and
the OpenGL pipeline, and discover the power of OpenGL ES 2.0, which is much more feature-rich than its predecessor. If
you can program in Java and you have a creative vision that you'd like to share with the world, then this is the book for
you. This book will teach you everything you need to know to create compelling graphics on Android. You'll learn the
basics of OpenGL by building a simple game of air hockey, and along the way, you'll see how to initialize OpenGL and
program the graphics pipeline using shaders. Each lesson builds upon the one before it, as you add colors, shading, 3D
projections, touch interaction, and more. Then, you'll find out how to turn your idea into a live wallpaper that can run on
the home screen. You'll learn about more advanced effects involving particles, lighting models, and the depth buffer.
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You'll understand what to look for when debugging your program, and what to watch out for when deploying to the
market. OpenGL can be somewhat of a dark art to the uninitiated. As you read this book, you'll learn each new concept
from first principles. You won't just learn about a feature; you'll also understand how it works, and why it works the way it
does. Everything you learn is forward-compatible with the just-released OpenGL ES 3, and you can even apply these
techniques to other platforms, such as iOS or HTML5 WebGL.
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols 1-7; 2010-2016) into a convenient single source
anthology covering mobile GPUs and the architecture of tile-based GPUs. It covers ready-to-use ideas and procedures
that can help solve many computer graphics programming challenges. The articles by leading programmerscontained in
this volume focus on newand interesting ways to solve existing rendering problems.
Beginning Android 4 Games Development offers everything you need to join the ranks of successful Android game
developers. You'll start with game design fundamentals and programming basics, and then progress toward creating your
own basic game engine and playable game that works on Android 4.0 and earlier devices. This will give you everything
you need to branch out and write your own Android games. The potential user base and the wide array of available highperformance devices makes Android an attractive target for aspiring game developers. Do you have an awesome idea
for the next break-through mobile gaming title? Beginning Android 4 Games Development will help you kick-start your
project. The book will guide you through the process of making several example games for the Android platform, and
involves a wide range of topics: The fundamentals of Android game development targeting Android 1.5-4.0+ devices The
Android platform basics to apply those fundamentals in the context of making a game The design of 2D and 3D games
and their successful implementation on the Android platform
Please note that this title's color insert (referred to as "Plates" within the text) is not available for this digital product.
OpenGL is a powerful software interface used to produce high-quality, computer-generated images and interactive
applications using 2D and 3D objects, bitmaps, and color images. The OpenGL® Programming Guide, Seventh Edition ,
provides definitive and comprehensive information on OpenGL and the OpenGL Utility Library. The previous edition
covered OpenGL through Version 2.1. This seventh edition of the best-selling “red book” describes the latest features of
OpenGL Versions 3.0 and 3.1. You will find clear explanations of OpenGL functionality and many basic computer
graphics techniques, such as building and rendering 3D models; interactively viewing objects from different perspective
points; and using shading, lighting, and texturing effects for greater realism. In addition, this book provides in-depth
coverage of advanced techniques, including texture mapping, antialiasing, fog and atmospheric effects, NURBS, image
processing, and more. The text also explores other key topics such as enhancing performance, OpenGL extensions, and
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cross-platform techniques. This seventh edition has been updated to include the newest features of OpenGL Versions
3.0 and 3.1, including Using framebuffer objects for off-screen rendering and texture updates Examples of the various
new buffer object types, including uniform-buffer objects, transform feedback buffers, and vertex array objects Using
texture arrays to increase performance when using numerous textures Efficient rendering using primitive restart and
conditional rendering Discussion of OpenGL’s deprecation mechanism and how to verify your programs for future
versions of OpenGL This edition continues the discussion of the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) and explains the
mechanics of using this language to create complex graphics effects and boost the computational power of OpenGL. The
OpenGL Technical Library provides tutorial and reference books for OpenGL. The Library enables programmers to gain a
practical understanding of OpenGL and shows them how to unlock its full potential. Originally developed by SGI, the
Library continues to evolve under the auspices of the Khronos OpenGL ARB Working Group, an industry consortium
responsible for guiding the evolution of OpenGL and related technologies.
OpenGL ES 2.0 is the industry's leading software interface and graphics library for rendering sophisticated 3D graphics
on handheld and embedded devices. With OpenGL ES 2.0, the full programmability of shaders is now available on small
and portable devices--including cell phones, PDAs, consoles, appliances, and vehicles. However, OpenGL ES differs
significantly from OpenGL. Graphics programmers and mobile developers have had very little information about it--until
now. In the OpenGL® ES 2.0 Programming Guide, three leading authorities on the Open GL ES 2.0 interface--including
the specification's editor--provide start-to-finish guidance for maximizing the interface's value in a wide range of highperformance applications. The authors cover the entire API, including Khronos-ratified extensions. Using detailed Cbased code examples, they demonstrate how to set up and program every aspect of the graphics pipeline. You'll move
from introductory techniques all the way to advanced per-pixel lighting, particle systems, and performance optimization.
Coverage includes: Shaders in depth: creating shader objects, compiling shaders, checking for compile errors, attaching
shader objects to program objects, and linking final program objects The OpenGL ES Shading Language: variables,
types, constructors, structures, arrays, attributes, uniforms, varyings, precision qualifiers, and invariance Inputting
geometry into the graphics pipeline, and assembling geometry into primitives Vertex shaders, their special variables, and
their use in per-vertex lighting, skinning, and other applications Using fragment shaders--including examples of
multitexturing, fog, alpha test, and user clip planes Fragment operations: scissor test, stencil test, depth test,
multisampling, blending, and dithering Advanced rendering: per-pixel lighting with normal maps, environment mapping,
particle systems, image post-processing, and projective texturing Real-world programming challenges: platform diversity,
C++ portability, OpenKODE, and platform-specific shader binaries.
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Over 60 highly focused, practical recipes to maximize your OpenGL Shading language use.
Using the new OpenCL (Open Computing Language) standard, you can write applications that access all available
programming resources: CPUs, GPUs, and other processors such as DSPs and the Cell/B.E. processor. Already
implemented by Apple, AMD, Intel, IBM, NVIDIA, and other leaders, OpenCL has outstanding potential for PCs, servers,
handheld/embedded devices, high performance computing, and even cloud systems. This is the first comprehensive,
authoritative, and practical guide to OpenCL 1.1 specifically for working developers and software architects. Written by
five leading OpenCL authorities, OpenCL Programming Guide covers the entire specification. It reviews key use cases,
shows how OpenCL can express a wide range of parallel algorithms, and offers complete reference material on both the
API and OpenCL C programming language. Through complete case studies and downloadable code examples, the
authors show how to write complex parallel programs that decompose workloads across many different devices. They
also present all the essentials of OpenCL software performance optimization, including probing and adapting to
hardware. Coverage includes Understanding OpenCL’s architecture, concepts, terminology, goals, and rationale
Programming with OpenCL C and the runtime API Using buffers, sub-buffers, images, samplers, and events Sharing and
synchronizing data with OpenGL and Microsoft’s Direct3D Simplifying development with the C++ Wrapper API Using
OpenCL Embedded Profiles to support devices ranging from cellphones to supercomputer nodes Case studies dealing
with physics simulation; image and signal processing, such as image histograms, edge detection filters, Fast Fourier
Transforms, and optical flow; math libraries, such as matrix multiplication and high-performance sparse matrix
multiplication; and more Source code for this book is available at https://code.google.com/p/opencl-book-samples/
In Pro OpenGL ES for Android, you'll find out how to harness the full power of OpenGL ES, and design your own 3D applications by building
a fully-functional 3D solar system model using Open GL ES! OpenGL has set the standard for 3D computer graphics, and is an essential
aspect of Android development. This book offers everything you need to know, from basic mathematical concepts to advanced coding
techniques. You'll learn by building a fascinating 3D solar system simulator! After introducing Open GL ES, Pro OpenGL ES for Android
explains the basics of 3D math and then orients you to the native Android 3D libraries you'll be using in your own 3D games and the solar
system project you'll build using this book. Through the solar system example project, you'll learn how to incorporate a variety of graphic and
animation techniques into your applications. You will also discover how the full spectrum of 3D development that awaits, with topics such as
lighting, texture-mapping, modeling, shaders, blending modes, and several more advanced concepts. By the time you finish Pro OpenGL ES
for Android, you'll have learned all the skills you'll need to build your own incredible 3D applications, based on one of the most powerful 3D
libraries available.
Learn OpenGL will teach you the basics, the intermediate, and tons of advanced knowledge, using modern (core-profile) OpenGL. The aim of
this book is to show you all there is to modern OpenGL in an easy-to-understand fashion, with clear examples and step-by-step instructions,
while also providing a useful reference for later studies.
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In Pro OpenGL ES for iOS, you'll find out how to harness the full power of OpenGL ES, and design your own 3D applications by building a
fully-functional 3D solar system model using Open GL ES! OpenGL has set the standard for 3D computer graphics, and is an essential
aspect of iPhone, iPad, and iOS development. This book offers everything you need to know, from basic mathematical concepts to advanced
coding techniques. You'll learn by building this fascinating 3D solar system simulator! After introducing OpenGL ES, Pro OpenGL ES for iOS
explains the basics of 3D math and then orients you to the iOS-native 3D libraries you'll be using in your own 3D games and the solar system
project you'll build using this book. Through the solar system example project, you'll learn how to incorporate a variety of graphic and
animation techniques into your applications. You will also discover how the full spectrum of 3D development that awaits, with topics such as
lighting, texture-mapping, modeling, shaders, blending modes, and several more advanced concepts. By the time you finish Pro OpenGL ES
for iOS, you'll have learned all the skills you'll need to build your own incredible 3D applications, based on one of the most powerful 3D
libraries available.
Master Metal: The Next-Generation Graphics and GPU Programming Platform for Apple Developers Metal enables Apple developers to
maximize performance in demanding tasks like 3D graphics, games, scientific programming, visualization, and GPU-accelerated machine
learning. Metal® Programming Guide is the authoritative, practical guide to Metal for all iOS programmers who are interested in graphics
programming but don’t know where to start. Pioneering Apple developer Janie Clayton covers everything from basic draw calls to advanced
parallel computing, combining easy-to-understand conceptual explanations with well-tested Swift 4/Xcode 9 sample code (available for
download at GitHub). Clayton introduces the essential Metal, graphics, and math concepts every graphics programmer needs to know. She
also discusses key graphics-specific libraries, concepts, and Metal Classes, presenting techniques and examples you’ll find valuable for both
graphics and data processing. Clayton also provides coverage of the Metal Compute Pipeline, demonstrating practical GPU programming
applications ranging from image processing to neural networking. Quickly get a basic Metal project running Work with Metal resources and
memory management Learn how shaders are compiled and accessed by the CPU Program both 2D and 3D graphics with Metal Import 3D
models and assets from Blender, Maya, and other programs Apply imported textures to model objects Use multipass rendering to efficiently
implement computationally expensive techniques Leverage tessellation to reduce mesh detail Use the GPU for a wide spectrum of generalpurpose computing applications Get started with the Metal Performance Shaders Framework
Using WebGL®, you can create sophisticated interactive 3D graphics inside web browsers, without plug-ins. WebGL makes it possible to
build a new generation of 3D web games, user interfaces, and information visualization solutions that will run on any standard web browser,
and on PCs, smartphones, tablets, game consoles, or other devices. WebGL Programming Guide will help you get started quickly with
interactive WebGL 3D programming, even if you have no prior knowledge of HTML5, JavaScript, 3D graphics, mathematics, or OpenGL.
You’ll learn step-by-step, through realistic examples, building your skills as you move from simple to complex solutions for building visually
appealing web pages and 3D applications with WebGL. Media, 3D graphics, and WebGL pioneers Dr. Kouichi Matsuda and Dr. Rodger Lea
offer easy-to-understand tutorials on key aspects of WebGL, plus 100 downloadable sample programs, each demonstrating a specific
WebGL topic. You’ll move from basic techniques such as rendering, animating, and texturing triangles, all the way to advanced techniques
such as fogging, shadowing, shader switching, and displaying 3D models generated by Blender or other authoring tools. This book won’t just
teach you WebGL best practices, it will give you a library of code to jumpstart your own projects. Coverage includes: • WebGL’s origin, core
concepts, features, advantages, and integration with other web standards • How and basic WebGL functions work together to deliver 3D
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graphics • Shader development with OpenGL ES Shading Language (GLSL ES) • 3D scene drawing: representing user views, controlling
space volume, clipping, object creation, and perspective • Achieving greater realism through lighting and hierarchical objects • Advanced
techniques: object manipulation, heads-up displays, alpha blending, shader switching, and more • Valuable reference appendixes covering
key issues ranging from coordinate systems to matrices and shader loading to web browser settings This is the newest text in the OpenGL
Technical Library, Addison-Wesley’s definitive collection of programming guides an reference manuals for OpenGL and its related
technologies. The Library enables programmers to gain a practical understanding of OpenGL and the other Khronos application-programming
libraries including OpenGL ES and OpenCL. All of the technologies in the OpenGL Technical Library evolve under the auspices of the
Khronos Group, the industry consortium guiding the evolution of modern, open-standards media APIs.
The Android Developer’s Collection includes two highly successful Android application development eBooks: The Android Developer's
Cookbook: Building Applications with the Android SDK Android Wireless Application Development, Second Edition This collection is an
indispensable resource for every member of the Android development team: software developers with all levels of mobile experience, team
leaders and project managers, testers and QA specialists, software architects, and even marketers. Completely up-to-date to reflect the
newest and most widely used Android SDKs, The Android Developer’s Cookbook is the essential resource for developers building apps for
any Android device, from phones to tablets. Proven, modular recipes take you from the absolute basics to advanced location-based services,
security techniques, and performance optimization. You’ll learn how to write apps from scratch, ensure interoperability, choose the best
solutions for common problems, and avoid development pitfalls. Android Wireless Application Development, Second Edition, delivers all the
up-to-date information, tested code, and best practices you need to create and market successful mobile apps with the latest versions of
Android. Drawing on their extensive experience with mobile and wireless development, Lauren Darcey and Shane Conder cover every step:
concept, design, coding, testing, packaging, and delivery. Every chapter of this edition has been updated for the newest Android SDKs, tools,
utilities, and hardware. All sample code has been overhauled and tested on leading devices from multiple companies, including HTC,
Motorola, and ARCHOS. Many new examples have been added, including complete new applications. In this collection, coverage includes
Implementing threads, services, receivers, and other background tasks Providing user alerts Organizing user interface layouts and views
Managing user-initiated events such as touches and gestures Recording and playing audio and video Using hardware APIs available on
Android devices Interacting with other devices via SMS, Web browsing, and social networking Storing data efficiently with SQLite and its
alternatives Accessing location data via GPS Using location-related services such as the Google Maps API Building faster applications with
native code Providing backup and restore with the Android Backup Manager Testing and debugging apps throughout the development cycle
Using Web APIs, using the Android NDK, extending application reach, managing users, synchronizing data, managing backups, and handling
advanced user input Editing Android manifest files, registering content providers, and designing and testing apps Working with Bluetooth,
voice recognition, App Widgets, live folders, live wallpapers, and global search Programming 3D graphics with OpenGL ES 2.0 Ensuring
cross-device compatibility, from designing for the smallest phones to the big tablets Designing, developing, and testing applications for
different devices
If you are new to OpenGL ES or have some experience in 3D graphics, then this book will be extremely helpful in raising your expertise level
from a novice to professional. The book implements more than 90 recipes to solve everyday challenges, helping you transition from a
beginner to a professional.
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OpenGL® ES™ is the industry’s leading software interface and graphics library for rendering sophisticated 3D graphics on handheld and
embedded devices. The newest version, OpenGL ES 3.0, makes it possible to create stunning visuals for new games and apps, without
compromising device performance or battery life. In the OpenGL ® ES ™ 3.0 Programming Guide, Second Edition, the authors cover the
entire API and Shading Language. They carefully introduce OpenGL ES 3.0 features such as shadow mapping, instancing, multiple render
targets, uniform buffer objects, texture compression, program binaries, and transform feedback. Through detailed, downloadable C-based
code examples, you’ll learn how to set up and program every aspect of the graphics pipeline. Step by step, you’ll move from introductory
techniques all the way to advanced per-pixel lighting and particle systems. Throughout, you’ll find cutting-edge tips for optimizing
performance, maximizing efficiency with both the API and hardware, and fully leveraging OpenGL ES 3.0 in a wide spectrum of applications.
All code has been built and tested on iOS 7, Android 4.3, Windows (OpenGL ES 3.0 Emulation), and Ubuntu Linux, and the authors
demonstrate how to build OpenGL ES code for each platform. Coverage includes EGL API: communicating with the native windowing
system, choosing configurations, and creating rendering contexts and surfaces Shaders: creating and attaching shader objects; compiling
shaders; checking for compile errors; creating, linking, and querying program objects; and using source shaders and program binaries
OpenGL ES Shading Language: variables, types, constructors, structures, arrays, attributes, uniform blocks, I/O variables, precision
qualifiers, and invariance Geometry, vertices, and primitives: inputting geometry into the pipeline, and assembling it into primitives 2D/3D,
Cubemap, Array texturing: creation, loading, and rendering; texture wrap modes, filtering, and formats; compressed textures, sampler
objects, immutable textures, pixel unpack buffer objects, and mipmapping Fragment shaders: multitexturing, fog, alpha test, and user clip
planes Fragment operations: scissor, stencil, and depth tests; multisampling, blending, and dithering Framebuffer objects: rendering to
offscreen surfaces for advanced effects Advanced rendering: per-pixel lighting, environment mapping, particle systems, image postprocessing, procedural textures, shadow mapping, terrain, and projective texturing Sync objects and fences: synchronizing within host
application and GPU execution This edition of the book includes a color insert of the OpenGL ES 3.0 API and OpenGL ES Shading Language
3.0 Reference Cards created by Khronos. The reference cards contain a complete list of all of the functions in OpenGL ES 3.0 along with all
of the types, operators, qualifiers, built-ins, and functions in the OpenGL ES Shading Language.

OpenGL® SuperBible, Fifth Edition is the definitive programmer’s guide, tutorial, and reference for the world’s leading
3D API for real-time computer graphics, OpenGL 3.3. The best all-around introduction to OpenGL for developers at all
levels of experience, it clearly explains both the API and essential associated programming concepts. Readers will find
up-to-date, hands-on guidance on all facets of modern OpenGL development, including transformations, texture
mapping, shaders, advanced buffers, geometry management, and much more. Fully revised to reflect ARB’s latest
official specification (3.3), this edition also contains a new start-to-finish tutorial on OpenGL for the iPhone, iPod touch,
and iPad. Coverage includes A practical introduction to the essentials of real-time 3D graphics Core OpenGL 3.3
techniques for rendering, transformations, and texturing Writing your own shaders, with examples to get you started
Cross-platform OpenGL: Windows (including Windows 7), Mac OS X, GNU/Linux, UNIX, and embedded systems
OpenGL programming for iPhone, iPod touch, and iPad: step-by-step guidance and complete example programs
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Advanced buffer techniques, including full-definition rendering with floating point buffers and textures Fragment
operations: controlling the end of the graphics pipeline Advanced shader usage and geometry management A fully
updated API reference, now based on the official ARB (Core) OpenGL 3.3 manual pages New bonus materials and
sample code on a companion Web site, www.starstonesoftware.com/OpenGL Part of the OpenGL Technical Library—The
official knowledge resource for OpenGL developers The OpenGL Technical Library provides tutorial and reference books
for OpenGL. The Library enables programmers to gain a practical understanding of OpenGL and shows them how to
unlock its full potential. Originally developed by SGI, the Library continues to evolve under the auspices of the OpenGL
Architecture Review Board (ARB) Steering Group (now part of the Khronos Group), an industry consortium responsible
for guiding the evolution of OpenGL and related technologies.
If you are completely new to either Java, Android, or game programming and are aiming to publish Android games, then
this book is for you. This book also acts as a refresher for those who already have experience in Java on another
platforms or other object-oriented languages.
OpenGL ES 2.0 is the industry’s leading software interface and graphics library for rendering sophisticated 3D graphics
on handheld and embedded devices. With OpenGL ES 2.0, the full programmability of shaders is now available on small
and portable devices—including cell phones, PDAs, consoles, appliances, and vehicles. However, OpenGL ES differs
significantly from OpenGL. Graphics programmers and mobile developers have had very little information about it—until
now. In the OpenGL® ES 2.0 Programming Guide , three leading authorities on the Open GL ES 2.0 interface—including
the specification’s editor—provide start-to-finish guidance for maximizing the interface’s value in a wide range of highperformance applications. The authors cover the entire API, including Khronos-ratified extensions. Using detailed Cbased code examples, they demonstrate how to set up and program every aspect of the graphics pipeline. You’ll move
from introductory techniques all the way to advanced per-pixel lighting, particle systems, and performance optimization.
Coverage includes: Shaders in depth: creating shader objects, compiling shaders, checking for compile errors, attaching
shader objects to program objects, and linking final program objects The OpenGL ES Shading Language: variables,
types, constructors, structures, arrays, attributes, uniforms, varyings, precision qualifiers, and invariance Inputting
geometry into the graphics pipeline, and assembling geometry into primitives Vertex shaders, their special variables, and
their use in per-vertex lighting, skinning, and other applications Using fragment shaders—including examples of
multitexturing, fog, alpha test, and user clip planes Fragment operations: scissor test, stencil test, depth test,
multisampling, blending, and dithering Advanced rendering: per-pixel lighting with normal maps, environment mapping,
particle systems, image post-processing, and projective texturing Real-world programming challenges: platform diversity,
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C++ portability, OpenKODE, and platform-specific shader binaries
OpenGL® Shading Language, Third Edition, extensively updated for OpenGL 3.1, is the experienced application
programmer’s guide to writing shaders. Part reference, part tutorial, this book thoroughly explains the shift from fixedfunctionality graphics hardware to the new era of programmable graphics hardware and the additions to the OpenGL API
that support this programmability. With OpenGL and shaders written in the OpenGL Shading Language, applications can
perform better, achieving stunning graphics effects by using the capabilities of both the visual processing unit and the
central processing unit. In this book, you will find a detailed introduction to the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) and
the new OpenGL function calls that support it. The text begins by describing the syntax and semantics of this high-level
programming language. Once this foundation has been established, the book explores the creation and manipulation of
shaders using new OpenGL function calls. OpenGL® Shading Language, Third Edition, includes updated descriptions for
the language and all the GLSL entry points added though OpenGL 3.1, as well as updated chapters that discuss
transformations, lighting, shadows, and surface characteristics. The third edition also features shaders that have been
updated to OpenGL Shading Language Version 1.40 and their underlying algorithms, including Traditional OpenGL fixed
functionality Stored textures and procedural textures Image-based lighting Lighting with spherical harmonics Ambient
occlusion and shadow mapping Volume shadows using deferred lighting Ward’s BRDF model The color plate section
illustrates the power and sophistication of the OpenGL Shading Language. The API Function Reference at the end of the
book is an excellent guide to the API entry points that support the OpenGL Shading Language.
The first comprehensive guide to developing 3D graphic applications on mobile devices, from the leading authorities on
OpenGL ES.
Complete Coverage of OpenGL 4.5--the Latest Version (Includes 4.5, 4.4, SPIR-V, and Extensions) The latest version
of today's leading worldwide standard for computer graphics, OpenGL 4.5 delivers significant improvements in
application efficiency, flexibility, and performance. OpenGL 4.5 is an exceptionally mature and robust platform for
programming high-quality computer-generated images and interactive applications using 2D and 3D objects, color
images, and shaders. OpenGL Programming Guide, Ninth Edition, presents definitive, comprehensive information on
OpenGL 4.5, 4.4, SPIR-V, OpenGL extensions, and the OpenGL Shading Language. It will serve you for as long as you
write or maintain OpenGL code. This edition of the best-selling "Red Book" fully integrates shader techniques alongside
classic, function-centric approaches, and contains extensive code examples that demonstrate modern techniques.
Starting with the fundamentals, its wide-ranging coverage includes drawing, color, pixels, fragments, transformations,
textures, framebuffers, light and shadow, and memory techniques for advanced rendering and nongraphical applications.
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It also offers discussions of all shader stages, including thorough explorations of tessellation, geometric, and compute
shaders. New coverage in this edition includes Thorough coverage of OpenGL 4.5 Direct State Access (DSA), which
overhauls the OpenGL programming model and how applications access objects Deeper discussions and more
examples of shader functionality and GPU processing, reflecting industry trends to move functionality onto graphics
processors Demonstrations and examples of key features based on community feedback and suggestions Updated
appendixes covering the latest OpenGL libraries, related APIs, functions, variables, formats, and debugging and profiling
techniques
Build the Next Great iOS Game with Cocos2D! Cocos2D is the powerhouse framework behind some of the most popular
games in the App Store. If you’ve played Tiny Wings, Angry Birds, Mega Jump, Trainyard, or even Super Turbo Action
Pig, then you’ve played a game that uses Cocos2D or Box2D physics. The beauty of Cocos2D is its simplicity. It’s easy
to become overwhelmed when you start developing an iOS game, especially if you look at things like OpenGL ES,
OpenAL, and other lower level APIs. Writing a game for the iPhone and iPad does not have to be that difficult, and
Cocos2D makes game development fun and easy. Learning Cocos2D walks you through the process of building Space
Viking (which is free on the App Store), a 2D scrolling game that leverages Cocos2D, Box2D, and Chipmunk. As you
build Space Viking, you’ll learn everything you need to know about Cocos2D so you can create the next killer iOS game.
Download the free version of Space Viking from the App Store today! Help Ole find his way home while learning how to
build the game. As you build Space Viking, you’ll learn how to Install and configure Cocos2D so it works with Xcode 4
Build a complete 2D action adventure game with Cocos2D Add animations and movement to your games Build your
game’s main menu screen for accessing levels Use Cocos2D’s Scheduler to make sure the right events happen at the
right times Use tile maps to build scrolling game levels from reusable images Add audio and sound effects with
CocosDenshion—Cocos2D’s sound engine Add gravity, realistic collisions, and even ragdoll effects with Box2D and
Chipmunk physics engines Add amazing effects to your games with particle systems Leverage Game Center in your
game for achievements and leader boards Squeeze the most performance from your games along with tips and tricks
To create successful games for the iPhone family of mobile devices, developers need to know how touch-input, real-time
graphics, and sound come together in the iOS environment. iOS Game Development: Developing Games for iPad,
iPhone, and iPod Touch takes you from the basics of app coding to releasing and marketing your game on the App
Store. The book offers a wealth of previously unpublished information about the iOS platform. The text focuses on the
concrete requirements of game developers, presenting in-depth details on each step in the mobile game development
process. It explains the use of OpenGL ES for 2D/3D graphics and OpenAL for sound, both of which are recommended
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for game performance on the iOS platform. It also covers new APIs such as the GLKit, GameKit, and Box2D Physics
Engine. To better understand the explanations, the author encourages you to access more than 30 iOS example apps
from his website. Each app represents a small piece of the complex field of game development in a straightforward
manner. The apps can be run on any device in the iPhone family and have been extensively tested with various iOS
versions. Suitable for both newcomers and more advanced developers, this color book helps you get started with iOS
game development. By following the book’s clear descriptions and example programs, you will understand how to
implement the fundamentals in smaller game projects and be able to create your first game for the App Store.
Become a master of 3D web programming in WebGL and JavaScript.
This book gathers the proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Mobile and Wireless Technology (ICMWT),
held in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia in June 2017, an event that provides researchers and practitioners from both academia
and industry with a platform to keep them abreast of cutting-edge developments in the field. The peer-reviewed and
accepted papers presented here address topics in a number of major areas: Mobile, Wireless Networks and Applications;
Security in Mobile and Wireless; Mobile Data Management and Applications; Mobile Software; Multimedia
Communications; Wireless Communications; and Services, Application and Business.
What does it take to build an iPhone app with stunning 3D graphics? This book will show you how to apply OpenGL
graphics programming techniques to any device running the iPhone OS -- including the iPad and iPod Touch -- with no
iPhone development or 3D graphics experience required. iPhone 3D Programming provides clear step-by-step
instructions, as well as lots of practical advice, for using the iPhone SDK and OpenGL. You'll build several graphics
programs -- progressing from simple to more complex examples -- that focus on lighting, textures, blending, augmented
reality, optimization for performance and speed, and much more. All you need to get started is a solid understanding of
C++ and a great idea for an app. Learn fundamental graphics concepts, including transformation matrices, quaternions,
and more Get set up for iPhone development with the Xcode environment Become familiar with versions 1.1 and 2.0 of
the OpenGL ES API, and learn to use vertex buffer objects, lighting, texturing, and shaders Use the iPhone's touch
screen, compass, and accelerometer to build interactivity into graphics applications Build iPhone graphics applications
such as a 3D wireframe viewer, a simple augmented reality application, a spring system simulation, and more
Includes Complete Coverage of the OpenGL® Shading Language! Today’s OpenGL software interface enables
programmers to produce extraordinarily high-quality computer-generated images and interactive applications using 2D
and 3D objects, color images, and programmable shaders. OpenGL® Programming Guide: The Official Guide to
Learning OpenGL®, Version 4.3, Eighth Edition, has been almost completely rewritten and provides definitive,
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comprehensive information on OpenGL and the OpenGL Shading Language. This edition of the best-selling “Red Book”
describes the features through OpenGL version 4.3. It also includes updated information and techniques formerly
covered in OpenGL® Shading Language (the “Orange Book”). For the first time, this guide completely integrates shader
techniques, alongside classic, functioncentric techniques. Extensive new text and code are presented, demonstrating the
latest in OpenGL programming techniques. OpenGL® Programming Guide, Eighth Edition, provides clear explanations of
OpenGL functionality and techniques, including processing geometric objects with vertex, tessellation, and geometry
shaders using geometric transformations and viewing matrices; working with pixels and texture maps through fragment
shaders; and advanced data techniques using framebuffer objects and compute shaders. New OpenGL features covered
in this edition include Best practices and sample code for taking full advantage of shaders and the entire shading pipeline
(including geometry and tessellation shaders) Integration of general computation into the rendering pipeline via compute
shaders Techniques for binding multiple shader programs at once during application execution Latest GLSL features for
doing advanced shading techniques Additional new techniques for optimizing graphics program performance
The Definitive Vulkan™ Developer’s Guide and Reference: Master the Next-Generation Specification for Cross-Platform
Graphics The next generation of the OpenGL specification, Vulkan, has been redesigned from the ground up, giving
applications direct control over GPU acceleration for unprecedented performance and predictability. Vulkan™
Programming Guide is the essential, authoritative reference to this new standard for experienced graphics programmers
in all Vulkan environments. Vulkan API lead Graham Sellers (with contributions from language lead John Kessenich)
presents example-rich introductions to the portable Vulkan API and the new SPIR-V shading language. The author
introduces Vulkan, its goals, and the key concepts framing its API, and presents a complex rendering system that
demonstrates both Vulkan’s uniqueness and its exceptional power. You’ll find authoritative coverage of topics ranging
from drawing to memory, and threading to compute shaders. The author especially shows how to handle tasks such as
synchronization, scheduling, and memory management that are now the developer’s responsibility. Vulkan™
Programming Guide introduces powerful 3D development techniques for fields ranging from video games to medical
imaging, and state-of-the-art approaches to solving challenging scientific compute problems. Whether you’re upgrading
from OpenGL or moving to open-standard graphics APIs for the first time, this guide will help you get the results and
performance you’re looking for. Coverage includes Extensively tested code examples to demonstrate Vulkan’s
capabilities and show how it differs from OpenGL Expert guidance on getting started and working with Vulkan’s new
memory system Thorough discussion of queues, commands, moving data, and presentation Full explanations of the
SPIR-V binary shading language and compute/graphics pipelines Detailed discussions of drawing commands, geometry
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and fragment processing, synchronization primitives, and reading Vulkan data into applications A complete case study
application: deferred rendering using complex multi-pass architecture and multiple processing queues Appendixes
presenting Vulkan functions and SPIR-V opcodes, as well as a complete Vulkan glossary Example code can be found
here: Example code can be found here: https://github.com/vulkanprogrammingguide/examples
Advanced Android™ Application Development, Fourth Edition, is the definitive guide to building robust, commercial-grade
Android apps. Systematically revised and updated, this guide brings together powerful, advanced techniques for the
entire app development cycle, including design, coding, testing, debugging, and distribution. With the addition of quizzes
and exercises in every chapter, it is ideal for both professional and classroom use. An outstanding practical reference for
the newest Android APIs, this guide provides in-depth explanations of code utilizing key API features and includes
downloadable sample apps for nearly every chapter. Together, they provide a solid foundation for any modern app
project. Throughout, the authors draw on decades of in-the-trenches experience as professional mobile developers to
provide tips and best practices for highly efficient development. They show you how to break through traditional app
boundaries with optional features, including the Android NDK, Google Analytics and Android Wear APIs, and Google
Play Game Services. New coverage in this edition includes Integrating Google Cloud Messaging into your apps Utilizing
the new Google location and Google Maps Android APIs Leveraging in-app billing from Google Play, as well as thirdparty providers Getting started with the Android Studio IDE Localizing language and using Google Play App Translation
services Extending your app’s reach with Lockscreen widgets and DayDreams Leveraging improvements to Notification,
Web, SMS, and other APIs Annuzzi has released new source code samples for use with Android Studio. The code
updates are posted to the associated blog site: http://advancedandroidbook.blogspot.com/ This title is an indispensable
resource for intermediate- to advanced-level Java programmers who are now developing for Android, and for seasoned
mobile developers who want to make the most of the new Android platform and hardware. This revamped, newly titled
edition is a complete update of Android™ Wireless Application Development, Volume II: Advanced Topics, Third Edition.
Graphics and game developers must learn to program for mobility. This book will teach you how. "This book - written by
some of the key technical experts...provides a comprehensive but practical and easily understood introduction for any
software engineer seeking to delight the consumer with rich 3D interactive experiences on their phone. Like the OpenGL
ES and M3G standards it covers, this book is destined to become an enduring standard for many years to come." Lincoln Wallen, CTO, Electronic Arts, Mobile “This book is an escalator, which takes the field to new levels. This is
especially true because the text ensures that the topic is easily accessible to everyone with some background in
computer science...The foundations of this book are clear, and the authors are extremely knowledgeable about the
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subject. - Tomas Akenine-Möller, bestselling author and Professor of Computer Science at Lund University "This book is
an excellent introduction to M3G. The authors are all experienced M3G users and developers, and they do a great job of
conveying that experience, as well as plenty of practical advice that has been proven in the field." - Sean Ellis, Consultant
Graphics Engineer, ARM Ltd The exploding popularity of mobile computing is undeniable. From cell phones to portable
gaming systems, the global demand for multifunctional mobile devices is driving amazing hardware and software
developments. 3D graphics are becoming an integral part of these ubiquitous devices, and as a result, Mobile 3D
Graphics is arguably the most rapidly advancing area of the computer graphics discipline. Mobile 3D Graphics is about
writing real-time 3D graphics applications for mobile devices. The programming interfaces explained and demonstrated in
this must-have reference enable dynamic 3D media on cell phones, GPS systems, portable gaming consoles and media
players. The text begins by providing thorough coverage of background essentials, then presents detailed hands-on
examples, including extensive working code in both of the dominant mobile APIs, OpenGL ES and M3G. C/C++ and Java
Developers, graphic artists, students, and enthusiasts would do well to have a programmable mobile phone on hand to
try out the techniques described in this book. The authors, industry experts who helped to develop the OpenGL ES and
M3G standards, distill their years of accumulated knowledge within these pages, offering their insights into everything
from sound mobile design principles and constraints, to efficient rendering, mixing 2D and 3D, lighting, texture mapping,
skinning and morphing. Along the way, readers will benefit from the hundreds of included tips, tricks and caveats. Written
by experts at Nokia whose workshops at industry conferences are blockbusters The programs used in the examples are
featured in thousands of professional courses each year
Presents a guide to creating computer games using OpenGL ES 2.0, covering such topics as loading geometrics and
textures, pathfinding, post-processing effects, lighting, and working with animation.
This book gathers all the content from the GPU Pro series (Vols 1-7; 2010-2016) into a convenient single source anthology covering
rendering techniques in computer graphics. It covers ready-to-use ideas and procedures that can help solve many computer graphics
programming challenges. The articles by leading programmerscontained in this volume reflects the methods and techniques used to sample
real-world phenomenon or to model special effects using these methods and techniques in their work.
Delve into the Broadcom VideoCore GPU used on the Raspberry Pi and master topics such as OpenGL ES and OpenMAX. Along the way,
you’ll also learn some Dispmanx, OpenVG, and GPGPU programming. The author, Jan Newmarch bumped into a need to do this kind of
programming while trying to turn the RPi into a karaoke machine: with the CPU busting its gut rendering MIDI files, there was nothing left for
showing images such as karaoke lyrics except for the GPU, and nothing really to tell him how to do it. Raspberry Pi GPU Audio Video
Programming scratches his itch and since he had to learn a lot about RPi GPU programming, he might as well share it with you. What started
as a side issue turned into a full-blown project of its own; and this stuff is hard. What You'll Learn Use Dispmanx and EGL on Raspberry Pi
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Work with OpenMAX and its components, state, IL Client Library, * * Buffers, and more on RPi Process images and video on RPi Handle
audio on RPi Render OpenMAX to OpenGL on the RPi Play multimedia files on the RPi Use OpenVG for text processing and more Master
overlays Who This Book Is For You should be comfortable with C programming and at least some concurrency and thread programming
using it. This book is for experienced programmers who are new or learning about Raspberry Pi.
This new edition provides step-by-step instruction on modern 3D graphics shader programming in OpenGL with C++, along with its
theoretical foundations. It is appropriate both for computer science graphics courses and for professionals interested in mastering 3D
graphics skills. It has been designed in a 4-color, “teach-yourself” format with numerous examples that the reader can run just as presented.
Every shader stage is explored, from the basics of modeling, textures, lighting, shadows, etc., through advanced techniques such as
tessellation, normal mapping, noise maps, as well as new chapters on simulating water, stereoscopy, and ray tracing. FEATURES: Covers
modern OpenGL 4.0+ shader programming in C++, with instructions for both PC/Windows and Macintosh Adds new chapters on simulating
water, stereoscopy, and ray tracing Includes companion files with code, object models, figures, and more (also available for downloading by
writing to the publisher) Illustrates every technique with running code examples. Everything needed to install the libraries, and complete
source code for each example Includes step-by-step instruction for using each GLSL programmable pipeline stage (vertex, tessellation,
geometry, and fragment) Explores practical examples for modeling, lighting, and shadows (including soft shadows), terrain, water, and 3D
materials such as wood and marble Explains how to optimize code for tools such as Nvidia’s Nsight debugger.
From the leading publisher of Android books, Apress’ Expert Android gives you advanced techniques for customizing views, controls, and
layouts. You’ll learn to develop apps in record time using JSON, Advanced Form Processing, and the BaaS (Backend As A Service) platform
Parse. The book also includes extensive coverage on OpenGL, Search, and Telephony. With these advanced and time saving technologies
you’ll be able to release compelling mobile applications in Google Play and the Amazon Appstore at a rapid pace. In Expert Android, you’ll
learn to: Borrow, reuse, or build custom Android UI components Create 3D experiences using OpenGL ES 2.0 Write collaborative
applications in the Parse cloud and communicate with your app user community through Parse Push Technology Reduce the time-to-market
while creating rock solid apps for multiple devices Whether you are an individual or enterprise developer, in Expert Android you’ll find the
advanced techniques and practices to take your mobile apps to the next level. Regardless of the Android release, this book serves as your
definitive, capstone reference for your Apress Android experience.
Unleash the power of the Android OS and build the kinds ofbrilliant, innovative apps users love to use If you already know your way around
the Android OS and can builda simple Android app in under an hour, this book is for you. Ifyou’re itching to see just how far you can push it
anddiscover what Android is really capable of, it’s for you. Andif you’re ready to learn how to build advanced, intuitive,innovative apps that
are a blast to use, this book isdefinitely for you. From custom views and advanced multi-touch gestures, tointegrating online web services and
exploiting the latestgeofencing and activity recognition features, ace Androiddeveloper, Erik Hellman, delivers expert tips, tricks andlittleknown techniques for pushing the Android envelope so youcan: Optimize your components for the smoothest user experiencepossible Create
your own custom Views Push the boundaries of the Android SDK Master Android Studio and Gradle Make optimal use of the Android audio,
video and graphicsAPIs Program in Text-To-Speech and Speech Recognition Make the most of the new Android maps and location API Use
Android connectivity technologies to communicate withremote devices Perform background processing Use Android cryptography APIs Find
and safely use hidden Android APIs Cloud-enable your applications with Google Play Services Distribute and sell your applications on
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Google Play Store Learn how to unleash the power of Android and transform yourapps from good to great in Android Programming: Pushing
theLimits.
What others in the trenches say about The Pragmatic Programmer... “The cool thing about this book is that it’s great for keeping the
programming process fresh. The book helps you to continue to grow and clearly comes from people who have been there.” —Kent Beck,
author of Extreme Programming Explained: Embrace Change “I found this book to be a great mix of solid advice and wonderful analogies!”
—Martin Fowler, author of Refactoring and UML Distilled “I would buy a copy, read it twice, then tell all my colleagues to run out and grab a
copy. This is a book I would never loan because I would worry about it being lost.” —Kevin Ruland, Management Science, MSG-Logistics
“The wisdom and practical experience of the authors is obvious. The topics presented are relevant and useful.... By far its greatest strength
for me has been the outstanding analogies—tracer bullets, broken windows, and the fabulous helicopter-based explanation of the need for
orthogonality, especially in a crisis situation. I have little doubt that this book will eventually become an excellent source of useful information
for journeymen programmers and expert mentors alike.” —John Lakos, author of Large-Scale C++ Software Design “This is the sort of book I
will buy a dozen copies of when it comes out so I can give it to my clients.” —Eric Vought, Software Engineer “Most modern books on
software development fail to cover the basics of what makes a great software developer, instead spending their time on syntax or technology
where in reality the greatest leverage possible for any software team is in having talented developers who really know their craft well. An
excellent book.” —Pete McBreen, Independent Consultant “Since reading this book, I have implemented many of the practical suggestions
and tips it contains. Across the board, they have saved my company time and money while helping me get my job done quicker! This should
be a desktop reference for everyone who works with code for a living.” —Jared Richardson, Senior Software Developer, iRenaissance, Inc. “I
would like to see this issued to every new employee at my company....” —Chris Cleeland, Senior Software Engineer, Object Computing, Inc.
“If I’m putting together a project, it’s the authors of this book that I want. . . . And failing that I’d settle for people who’ve read their book.”
—Ward Cunningham Straight from the programming trenches, The Pragmatic Programmer cuts through the increasing specialization and
technicalities of modern software development to examine the core process--taking a requirement and producing working, maintainable code
that delights its users. It covers topics ranging from personal responsibility and career development to architectural techniques for keeping
your code flexible and easy to adapt and reuse. Read this book, and you'll learn how to Fight software rot; Avoid the trap of duplicating
knowledge; Write flexible, dynamic, and adaptable code; Avoid programming by coincidence; Bullet-proof your code with contracts,
assertions, and exceptions; Capture real requirements; Test ruthlessly and effectively; Delight your users; Build teams of pragmatic
programmers; and Make your developments more precise with automation. Written as a series of self-contained sections and filled with
entertaining anecdotes, thoughtful examples, and interesting analogies, The Pragmatic Programmer illustrates the best practices and major
pitfalls of many different aspects of software development. Whether you're a new coder, an experienced programmer, or a manager
responsible for software projects, use these lessons daily, and you'll quickly see improvements in personal productivity, accuracy, and job
satisfaction. You'll learn skills and develop habits and attitudes that form the foundation for long-term success in your career. You'll become a
Pragmatic Programmer.
Want to create sophisticated games and graphics-intensive apps? Learn OpenGL ES gets you started immediately with OpenGL ES. After
mastering the basics of OpenGL ES itself, you will quickly find yourself writing and building game apps, without having to learn about object
oriented programming techniques. This book demonstrates the use of a powerful open-source modeling tool, Blender. You will be guided,
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step by step, through the development of Tank Fence, a dynamic, interactive 3D game. Along the way you'll gain skills in building apps with
Eclipse and the Android SDK or NDK, rendering graphics using hardware acceleration, and multithreading for performance and
responsiveness. iOS developers will also find this book's information invaluable when writing their apps. You'll learn everything you need to
know about: Creating simple, efficient game UIs Designing the basic building blocks of an exciting, interactive 3D game Pulling all the
elements together with Blender, a powerful open-source tool for modeling, animation, rendering, compositing, video editing, and game
creation Taking the next big step using custom and inbuilt functions, texturing, shading, light sources, and more Refining your mobile game
app through collision detection, player-room-obstacle classes, and storage classes Doing all this efficiently on mobile devices with limited
resources and processing
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